Celebrate PRIDE MONTH with Us!

Unlock the Power of Inclusivity and Allyship with **Our LGBT+ Trainings**!

Designed to promote awareness, acceptance and equality for the LGBT+ community by equipping participants with:

- **Valuable insights into the LGBT+ experience**
- **Inclusive language and respectful communication**
- **Knowledge about historical milestones and current challenges**
- **A greater understanding of how to foster a safe and inclusive environment**

### Some of our sessions:

- **LGBT+ Introductory**
- **LGBT+ Advanced**
- **LGBT+ Allyship**
- **LGBT+ & Allies Mental Wellbeing/Creating LGBT+ Inclusive Workplace**

**Our Facilitators**

- **Scot Jones**  
  Senior Programme Manager, LGBT+ Community Business
  
  At Community Business, Scot co-authored *LGBT+ Mental Health in the Workplace in Asia* and speaks about his own mental health journey as well as his experience as a rainbow parent in Asia.

- **Yee Lin Ng**  
  Consultant, Consulting and Training  
  Community Business
  
  Well equipped with over 30 years of work and life experience, Yee Lin seeks to coach and motivate the next generation of thought leaders by enriching their personal growth and heightening their professional value.

- **Sarah Chan**  
  Programme Associate, LGBT+ Community Business
  
  Sarah is leading the Community Business LGBT+ Mentoring Programme designed to support young LGBT+ working professionals in Asia. She also speaks about her life experience as a queer woman born and raised in Hong Kong.

**Contact us today** to discuss availability, potential topics and booking details.

*Len Nguyen*, Client Solutions Manager, Community Business  
*len.nguyen@communitybusiness.org*